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ANALYSN OF BEHAVIORS AND INTERACTIONS OF PEDESTRIANS,
BICYCLES AND CARS IN NARROW URBAN STREETS
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abstract : This study focuses on the phenomena analysis ofbehaviors and interactions of
pedestrians, bicycles, and cars in narrow urban streets. The main purpose is to find out
the moving behavior of traffic modes and interaction phenomena between trafEc modes.
For the analysis of moving behavior of traffic modes, path of traffic modes around
obstacles, sidewalk-using behavior of pedestrians, car speeds with different street and
traffic environment were analyzed. For the interaction phenomena between traffic modes,
possibility of conflict avoidance between traffic mode was analyzed.

T.INTRODUCTION

Urban streets were used and occupied mainly by pedestrians before the advent of cars at
the end of the nineteenth century. With the progress of vehicle technology and
motorization in the beginning and middle of the twentieth century in Europe and Americq
the occupation of street spaces are gradually replaced by cars which give rapidity and
comfort for people's movement. It happened after the middle of the twentieth century in
Japan and recently at other East Asian countries those are late for the motorization.

The master plan of urban transport is mainly for car transport for several decades since the
first comprehensive transport study performed in the middle of 1950's for urban transport
plan in Detroit, United States. The car centered transportation plans are continued for
several decades until the people realized the importance ofpedestrian transportation as for
the components of the comprehensive urban transportation system. Its importance was
also stressed with the rise of issues over environment and energy problems as well as better
quality of living in the city centers.

The street environment in the East Asian countries is much different with that of Western
countries from the viewpoint of historical background. The width of street is narrow and
the sidewalk is not a cornmon facility even in Japan. The share of narrow streets which is
less than 5.5 meters in width is 86.5% in the total road of Japan and95.9%o of them is less
than 13.0 meters in width. There is a strong need to find out the moving behavior of
traffic modes and interaction between traffic modes for the planning process of these road
environments.

2. LITERATURE RE\rIEW

There are few papers on the behaviors and interactions ofpedestrians, bicycles, and cars in
the mixed traffic conditions, but several papers on this subject were published fiom the
viewpoint of only pedestrian traffic flow analysis. This field of researches could be
categorized as O pedestrian behavior at macro level of planning such as route choice
considering street and traffic environment and @ pedestrian behavior and interactions at
micro level of planning such as walking position, conflict and avoid behavior between
pedestrians only or with other obstacles such as column of a building.

for the modeling of pedestrian flow, Naka (1978) surveyed and analyzed the pedestrian
flow at a concourse of a railway station categorizing the pedestrian flow into 

-trvo 
kinds

that is crossing flow which considers the flow of pedeitrians as one stream and complicated
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flow which considers individual pedestrian behavior separately. The analysis focused on
the behavior to avoid conflict'and was applied to computer simulation. Mouri and

Tsukaguchi (1930) surveyed the walking i6sition of pedestrian considering thg lratrc^
,otu*E of bbth pldestrian and car sug[eiting the standards of installation priority of
sidewalks in residential areas.

Tatebe and Nakajima (1990) found out the characteristics of avoidance behavior of
pedestrians againit a column under free walking conditions based. on three factors of
bistance by eiperimental survey : distance to keep personal sp-ace, distance caused by.the
pedestrian-'s forward movemeni, and distance exerted by the forecast of movement of an

bbstacle. Also, Tsujimoto et al. (1992) did experimental research for the analysis.of
pedestrian movemeni quantitatively by using the technique of digital image processing
iocusing on the finding bfthe Ueginning point ofavoiding behavior and distance between a

pedestrian and a standing obstacle.

Oomura et al. (199a) observed the walking behavior of pedestrians at the concourse of JR
Tokyo station analyzing the pedestrian movement considering the conflicts between
pedestrians and coiumns Tlie measured factors are generation rate of pedestrians,

ilerception distance between pedestrians and column, which was used for the_graphic
iimulition of the pedestrian movement in the concourse of railway station. tida and
Kitamura (1995) sdrveyed and simulated the pedestrian behavior at the inside of rest areas
of express'highway to-find out the relationships between pedestrians, cars and layout of
physiial objeits by developing a model which represents pedestrian movement as a
h.uiction ofihe amdunt of available information in addition to the principles of avoidance of
collision and distance minimization. The result was presented through graphic display
simulation to visualize the effect of design components.

3. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS VIEWPOINT

Data collections for the analysis were performed in the year of 1996 and 1997 at twenty-
five streets around several private railway stations, which are located in the southeast of
the Tokyo Metropolitan area. The widths of streets ranges from around 5 to l0 meters
including sidewalk. Some of the streets are with separated sidewalk. Separation
between pedestrians and cars are in form of mount-up, bollard, and guardrail, colored or
lined only.

The 8mm video recordings were performed for the survey about 30 minutes for each street
sections for both weekday morning and weekend day times to consider the work trip as

well as leisure trip and shopping trip. Video footage for recording could be possible as

shown in Picture-l & 2, but some of them are positioned at street side level. Video
recording were analyzed with l/30 seconds of comma basis which could consider the
movement of pedestrians, bicycles, and cars in slow motion for analysis. Table-l shows
general descriptions ofthe streets selected and surveyed for this study.

It could be assumed that trafEc modes such as pedestrians, bicycles, and cars are generated
varying with land use and different street section depending on its environments of streets.
The basic movement characteristics of traffic modes are the function of their attributes and
traffic environment, respectively. For example, the walking speeds of pedestrians are
different with the age, purpose of walking, pedestrian density, etc.

The movements of traffic modes are influenced by stopped or moving obstacles within the
influential distance. The stopped obstacle could be street furniture or a parked car and
moving obstacles might be other traffic modes. This paper examines the phenomena
concerned with this movement of different traffic modes where the conflict easily occurs.
By the analysis of the phenomena, it is possible to find out parameters to simulate the
movement of traffic flow in the narrow streets.
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No. Places of Streets Sidewalk Tvpes Width of Street+ Pedeqtrian** Birygls++ Car**
I
2

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
l0
ll
t2
l3
l4
l5
l6
t7
IE
l9
20
2t
22
23
24
25

Kitasenzoku
Oookayama

Midorigaoka I
Midorigaoka 2

Mdorigaoka 3

Jiyugaoka I
Jiyugaoka 2

Iiyugaoka 3

Torisudaigaku I
Toritsudaigaku 2

Kuhonbutsu
Oyamadai
Todoroki

Futakodamagawa I
Futakodamagawa 2

Miyamaedaira
Musashisinzyo
Musashigosugi

Kamata I
Kamata2

Simokitazawa
Umegaoka

Oomorigaigan
Oomori

Tachisaikawa

Guard-rail
Mount-up

Lined
Lined

Mount-up
Bollard
Lined

Colorcd
Lined

Guard-rail
Bollard

Guard-rail
Mount-up
Guard-rail

Bollard
Mount-up
Bollard
Bollard
Colored
Colored
Lined
Lined
Lined
Lined
Lined

5.6m(1.6m)
4.lm(l.lm)
5.0m(1.3m)
4.5m(2.5m)
5.9m(2.3m)
5.6m(1.9m)
3.lm(2.6m)
3.lm(3.3m)
5.3m(2.9m)
3.5m(1.8m)
6.2m(3.4m)
6.4m(1.4m)
6.2m(3.5m)
6.5m(1.2m)
6.0m(3.4m)
3.0 m(1.3m)
4.0 m(3.6m)
6.7 m(2.6m)
3.0 m(2.0m)
4.5 m(3.0m)
2.5 m(2.Im)
3.5 m(I.0m)
5.0 m(2.8m)
3.0 m(3.0m)
3.5 m(2.6m)

468 Peds/h.
216 Peds/h.
240 Peds/h.
230 Peds/h.
600 Peds/h.
552 Peds/h.

2,496 Peds/h.
1,296 PedVh.
1,644 Peds/h.

480 Peds/h.
144 Peds/h.
48 Peds/h.

948 Peds/h.
220 Peds/h.
288 Peds/h.
720 Peds/h.

60 Peds/h.
180 Peds/h.
120 Peds/h.
120 Peds/h.

3240 Peds/h.
720 Peds/h.

60 Peds/h.
120 Peds/h.
240 Peds/h.

12 Bis/h.
60 Bis/h.
48 Bis/h.

220 Bis/h.
72 Bis/h.
24 Bis/h.

288 Bis/h.
192 Bis/h.
564 Bis/h.

96 Bis/h.
48 Bis/h.
36 Bis/h.

132 Bis/h.
132 Bis/h.
108 Bis/h.
120 Bis/h.
180 Bis/h.
180 Bis/h.
180 Bis/h.
60 Bis/h.

120 Bis/h.
240 Bis/h.
60 Bis/h.

120 Bis/h.
120 Bis/h.

250 VehMr.
330 VehMl
282 VehVh.
ll0 VehVh.
222Yelslh.
132 VehMr.
84 VehVh.

204 VehVh.
30 VehMr.

248 Vehs/h.
216 VehVh.
456 VehVtr.

54 VehVh.
296 VehVh.
156 VehVh.
840 VehVh.
lEO VehVh.
180 VehMr.
60 VehMr.

180 VehVh.
0 VehVtl

60 VehVh.
120 VehVh.
60 Vehs/h.
60 VehVh.
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Table'l General description of the streets sureyed for analysis

* Represents the width of street seclion for cars and figures inside of the parenthesis are width of sidewalk.
** Represents weekday peak hour trafrc flow rate ofpedestrian. bicycle and car flow.

Picturel & 2 View of surveyed narrow strccts in Tolcyo
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4. MOVING BEHAVIOR OF TRAFFIC MODES

The traffic modes in narrow streets move considering the interaction with other traffic
modes. The behavior of these traffic modes can be classified into two gloups. The first
one is moving behavior of different traffic modes and the second one is interaction
phenomena between traffic modes. This section will treat the former and the following
section will include the latter.

4.1 Path of TraIIic Modes around Obstacles

The different traffic modes in narrow streets are apt to conflict stationary obstacles such as

street furniture, parked bicycles or cars. In this case, the traffic modes tend to avoid
conflict with these obstacles and maintain a safe and comfortable distance. The effect of
obstacles on the traffic flow may be expressed in terms of the dimensions in Figure-I. In
Figure-l,a isthestartingpoint-oftherbutechange,and 0 istheendingpointofinfluence
upbn the path of pedestrian traffic flow. 7 is the lateral distance to the obstacle from the
pedestrians.

These parameters were calculated based on the observation of video with markings of
distance every l0 centimeters on the street surface. The stationary obstacles could be an
electric pole, a parked car, or a parked bicycle. The parameters were calculated by
averaging the 6 surveyed streets located around Midorigaoka, Jiyugaoka, and Kamata urban
railway stations. It should be mentioned that the traffic condition of these streets is not so
much congested and the traffic modes could choose their moving route without the effect of
other traffic modes.

Table-2 shows survey results for the influence distan-ce of stationary obstacles on pedestrians,
bicycles, and cars. The mean values of a and p for pedestrians are 4.6 m and 4.9 m ,

and 7 for pedestrians is 0.34 m. This value for the parameter a is similar to the result of
experimental research by Tatebe and Nakajima (5). According to their research results of
103 male adults, the mean value of a for pedestrians approaching an electric pole was 5.2
meters and consisted ofthe distance to keep personal space (B) and the distance caused by
the pedestrian's forward movement (Tr). Overall tendency of the parameter is biggest in
the case of cars, the next bicycles comparing with that of pedestrians.

Figure-1 The influence of obstacles to the path of trallic modes

Table-2 The survey results for arB, andT

0.61m (103
r Number of measued samples.
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4.2 Sidewalk Using Behavior of Pedestrians

It may be assumed that pedestrians prefer to walk along streets where it is safe and
comfortable to walk. Considering this, the sidewalk and street use behavior of pedestrians
were observed for different street environments and different traffic flow conditions. While
the decision by pedestrians to either use the sidewalk or the street is more stochastic than
deterministic, this paper tries to find any trends or parameters which reflect these behavioral
characteristics.

Factors influencing the walking position of pedestrians were observed for survey streets that
had various street environment conditions and level of traffic. Table-3 shows the result of
quantification analysis for the estimation of the share of pedestrian walking on sidewalk.
Explanatory variables of pedestrian behavior for walking position are considered as follows:

- Street environment : sidewalk type, type of sidewalk separation, street location, car
lane and sidewalk width

- Traffic condition : car traffic operation, pedestrian, car, and bicycle volume per

The analysis results show that the share of pedestrian walking on sidewalk varies with
different condition of the street environment, traffic, and so on. According to the result of
quantification analysis as in Table-3, pedestrians tend to pass sidewalk in the morning time,
at both side sidewalk, other types of sidewalk rather than line separation of sidewalk, and
two way car traffic. Also, the share of sidewalk passing pedestrians increase with wider car
lane, wiier pedestrian lane, less pedestrian traffic and more car and bicycle traffic. Figrre-
2 compares the actually surveyed values and the estimated values of25 streets for the share
of pedestrian walking on sidewalk.

- Others

Survey Time

Sidewalk Type

Type of
Sidewalk
Separation

Street
Location

Pedestrian Lane W
Pedestrian Volume

width and average car speed
survey time (AM, PM)

Table.3 Analysis of share of pedestrian walking on sidewalk

Item
Partial

Corr. Coef.

0.342

0.2t2

0.071

0.180

0.531
0.368
0.045

. r: 0.784

l. One side
2. Both side
l. Line
2. Color
3. Mount-up
4. Bollard
5. Guardrail

l6
6
6
8

5

l. Residentail
2. Resi. & Comm.
3. Commercial
4. Office
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Actual Shse (S)

Figure'2 Actual and estimated pedestrian watking share on sidewalk

4.3 Car Speed with Different Street and Traflic Environment

The.speed of-a car passing a n:Irrow urban street depends on street environment, tramc
condition, and so on similar to the sidewalk using b6havior of pedestrians. But, unlike
PeggstTa,l walking positioq 

-the car tends to movdconsidering niore on safety and speed.
Table-4_ show the analysis of quantification on the running spied of car at 25 streeti and
Figure-3 show the estimated and surveyed value ofspeed ofcir.

Table'4 Vehicle speed by street and traflic condition

Corr. Coef.

Survey Time

Sidewalk Type 0.629

0.465

Type of
Sidewalk
Separation

Street
Location

Pedestrian Lane Width

r = 0.804

0.378

0.099

0.186
0.055

0

l. One side
2. Both side
l. Line
2. Color
3. Mount-up
4. Bollard
5. Guardrail

l6
6
6
8
5

2. Resi. & Comm.
3. Commercial
4. Office
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Actual Speed (Kmlh)

Figure-4 Actual and estimated car speed at narrow urban street

5. INTERACTION PHENOMENA BETWEEN TRAFFIC MODES

The interactions between traffic modes in narrow streets are existing when the other traffic
modes are located within the influential distances, which is different among traffic modes.
The parameters and models of interactions among traffic modes are complicated compared
to the car traffic flows on the road which was already modeled and formulated as traffic flow
theory several decades ago. Figure-5 shows the concept of interaction between traffic
modes with the function of longitudinal and lateral distance and relative speed.

The influential distance could be defined as the distance where one mode of traffic take an
action to change its moving route or speed with the purpose of preventing conflict and keep
safe and comfort states against other traffic modes. To find out this distance, observation
was performed with repeated slow motion of video that could show the traffic flows in one
thirty seconds comma basis.

With this concept, the probability of route change or speed reduction to prevent conflict
between trafiic modes could be formulated as follows.

Analysis of Behaviors and Interactions of Pedestrians, Bicycles and Cars in Narrow Urban Streets

ProbabilityofConflict : I / {l + exp(-B.)}

<H flm*
fra+bfi-

Figure.S Interaction between traflic modes
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Bo: C no + Cnr()VSR) + C"2(Y/S*) . . ... ........ (2)

where, Cni is coefficient
X is longitudinal distance between traffic modes (m)
Y is lateral distance between traffc modes (m)
Sn is relative speed (Km/h)

Table-S shows the results of estimation with the model calculated by maximum likelihood
method. The overall results show that the model is feasible for the survey area for the
formulation of interaction phenomena between traffic modes.

Figure-6 shows the probability of conflict avoidance of pedestrians following pedestrians in
terms of longitudinal distance X and lateral distance Y. The figure shows that pedestrians
do not change their moving route more than 5 meters, ahead. In case of Y equals to 0 and
X equals to 3 meters, the probability ofconflict avoidance is around 40 percents.

Figure-7 shows the probability of conflict avoidance of bicycles following pedestrians in
terms of longitudinal distance X and later distance Y. The figure show that bicycle do not
change their moving route more than 18 meters, ahead. In case of Y equals to 0 and X
equals to 6 meters, the probability ofconflict avoidance is around 4l percents.

Table'S Influential subjects and objects between pedestrians and other modes

Conllict

79.7
Ped to Car
Ped bv Car

x (m)

Figure'6 Possibility of conflict avoidance of pedestrians following pedestrians

82.6

80. I
74.8

o

3oa
o

E 0.6
C

!
o
[ 0.4

Y Value(m)

:il]
l_o4l
l_osl
l_121
1""'"', ul

-9.71 9(-14.3

-9.719(-t7.6

* Denotes t-value.
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X (m)

FigureT Possibility of conflict avoidance of bicycles following pedestrians

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTEER RESEARCH

In this paper, the behavior and interactions of different traffic modes are observed and
analyzed to determine several parameters explaining the traffic phenomena at narrow urban
streets. The main findings are the influential dfutance from standing obstacles to the
mwing traffic modes, pqdestrian-walking position, car speed, and the interactions among
trafEc modes in mixed traffic conditions.

Tk^ough the literature review, it was found that the existing research in this field is
performed mgslly f.or th9 traffic flow of pedestrians for the ivoidance behavior against
obstacles or behavior of pedestrians considering the environment only. Therefore] this
paper..added the pedertrian behavior and its conlict phenomena againdt birycles and cars
including different traffic and street environment condiiions.

The ncwly found parameters could partly explain the complicated traffic flows happening in
mixed traffic conditions. The papei cair be used as a fundamental study' for -the

establishmenl of improvement guidelines for better walking environment of urSan streets
such. as pedestrian paradise or one way streets. Furthei survey and analysis is to be
continued for the various street environmi:nts and traffic conditions 

-for 
the appfcation to the

c computer. simulation technology. For example, this paper did not coniider congested
traffic condition because the surveyed data is mostly for nbt congested streets.
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